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In this paper we consider families of elliptic curves En over Q arising as twists.
Given rational points Pn on En , we ask how often Pn is indivisible in the group of
rational points of En , as n varies over the positive integers. We prove, following the
method of Silverman for families with non-constant j-invariant, that, under mild
restrictions, Pn is indivisible almost always, in a density sense. We also prove in certain
cases that, for a fixed m, the point Pn is divisible by m for only finitely many n.
 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Given an elliptic curve EQ and a rational point P of infinite order, it is
possible, using height functions, given sufficient time, to determine whether
P is divisible in the MordellWeil group E(Q). One may reduce the search
for a point of which P is a multiple to those whose height is less than some
constant, and these points may be found and tested. The search, although
possibly impractically long, is finite. Hence the procedure is computationally
effective for any individual curve and point. There are more computationally
efficient methods which we do not consider here (see for example [1]).
Here, we examine the above question for an infinite family of curves En
and points Pn . How often is Pn divisible in the MordellWeil group En(Q)?
Throughout, n will be taken to vary over the positive integers. We believe
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proven with only minor technical adjustments to the proof.1 This loosening
makes each family of curves unnecessarily broad, however, and we wish to
retain the information which one is able to get about narrower selections
of elliptic curves and points. Also, we work over Q for simplicity.
The families we consider are those of constant j-invariant. They arise as
follows. Fix an elliptic curve E over Q. Let O be the endomorphism ring
of E, let G be a non-trivial group of automorphisms of E (i.e. a group of
units in O), denote by b be the order of G, and suppose ED is a family of
twists associated with G. Note that if b>2, then E has complex multiplica-
tion. By ([8], Theorem III.10.1 and X.2.2), G is cyclic and we have one of
four cases:
1. b=2. With E given as (the projective closure of) y2=x3+ax+b,
we have that G is generated by the involution (x, y)  (x, &y) and ED is
given by D(t) y2=x3+ax+b for some polynomial D(t).
2. b=3 and j(E)=0. With E given by y2=x3+k, we have that G is
generated by (x, y)  (‘3 x, y) and ED is given by y2=x3+D(t)2 k.
3. b=4 and j(E)=1728. With E given by y2=x3&kx, we have that
G is generated by (x, y)  (&x, ‘4y) and ED is given by y2=D(t) x3+kx.
4. b=6 and j(E)=0. With E given by y2=x3+k, we have that G is
generated by (x, y)  (‘2x, &y), and ED is given by y2=x3+D(t) k.
We assume throughout, without loss of generality, that D(t) has no b th
power factors, and is not a k th power for any k>1 dividing b. This
assumption distinguished between cases 1 and 3 and between cases 2
and 4.
For all but finitely many t # Q, namely the roots of D, there is an elliptic
curve Et obtained by specializing t. Likewise, to points P # ED(Q(t)) are
associated families of points Pt on Et . We will study the question of how
often Pn is indivisible in En(Q), selecting positive integral values of the
parameter.
The height-based algorithm outlined above will work for any given value
of n, but we need an alternative method to deal with the family collectively.
Such a method is given by Silverman in [7] for a family with non-constant
j-invariant, but by construction, our family has constant j-invariant. We
will prove:
Theorem 1. Assume that P is indivisible in ED(Q(t)), and that D(t) is
not a b th power. Then the point Pn is indivisible in En(Q) for a set of n of
density 1.
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The analog of this result for families with non-constant j-invariant
was proved by Silverman in [7], and our proof has many of the same
ingredients.
Theorem 1 follows straightforwardly from two claims:
(A) There exists a universal bound M such that for a set of n of
density 1, if Pn=[m] Qn with Qn # En(Q), then m<M.
and
(B) For any fixed integer m>1, Pn is divisible by m for a set of n of
density 0.
From (A) and (B), it follows that the set of divisible points is the union
of a density 0 set of exceptions to (A) and the union of the finitely many
sets in (B), one for each m<M.
We prove strengthenings of both (A) and (B). Proposition 1 in Section 2
gives (A) with a sharper bound on the set of exceptional cases.
Claim (B) follows immediately from the theorem on p. 563 of [7] (it is
essentially a result of Ne ron). With stronger hypotheses, however, we show
in Section 3 that the set of exceptions to (B) is finite.
Theorem 2. Fix m2. Then the set
[n : Pn # mEn(Q)]
is finite in each of the following situations:
(a) b=2 and P  dED(Q (t)) for all dm2b;
(b) (twisting by complex multiplication on E) b>2 and P  zED(Q (t))
for all z # O such that |z| 2m22b.
The hypotheses of Theorem 2 are not sharp; there are cases in which the
hypotheses fail for a certain value of m, but the construction in the proof
of Theorem 2 may be used to show for every m finiteness of the m-divisible
points in the family anyway. Hence the bound of Proposition 1 can be used
to sharpen the ‘‘set of n of density 1’’ assertion of Theorem 1 in that case.
In Section 4, we discuss one such example, En : y2=x3&(n2+1) x and
Pn=(&1, n). We also give an elementary criterion for the indivisibility of
the point (&1, n). We close in Section 5 with some results conditional on
the abc conjecture.
We would like to thank Joseph Silverman for his useful suggestions, and
also acknowledge a helpful conversation with Barry Mazur.
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In the following, the term ‘‘almost all’’ will mean ‘‘for a set of density 1’’.
Following Silverman [7], we will make use of height functions to show
that the possible divisibility of Pn is bounded for all but a ‘‘thin’’ set of n
(an explicit version of Claim (A)).
Proposition 1. Assume that D is a b th power free polynomial in one
variable over Z. Let =>0. Then there is a constant M=M(=) such that for
all but O=(N12+=) positive integers nN, if Pn is divisible by m in En(Q),
then m<M.
From the proof it is not difficult to see that the exponent is not always
the best possible.2 We prove Proposition 1 by simultaneously bounding
above the height of Pn and bounding below, for almost all n, the height of
a point Z # En(Q) dividing it.
We will use hn and h n respectively to denote the Weil and Ne ronTate
height functions on En(Q). Recall that h n is a positive-definite quadratic
form on En(Q)torsion. Also, by results of Zimmer [11] (and independently
Dem’janenko), we have |hn&h n |Rlog n. Since hn(Pn)Rlog n, it follows that
Proposition 2.
h n(Pn)Rlog n.
A lower bound on the height of a point dividing Pn is made possible by
the following result of Silverman:
Proposition 3. Let 2n be the minimal discriminant of En . Then for any
point Z # En(Q), h n(Z)rlog 2n .
This follows easily from results of Silverman in [6]. The existence of a
bound h (Z)rlog 2 uniformly over all elliptic curves over Q is a conjecture
of Lang in general, which Silverman proved for elliptic curves with
integral j-invariant. To prove it is true also for a fixed, not necessarily
integral j-invariant, we may proceed as in the proof of Corollary 1 to the
theorem in [6, Section 4]. The curve En has good or additive reduc-
tion at all primes p not dividing the denominator of j(En)= j(E). By
Silverman’s Lemma 1, the point 12Z lies in (En)0 (Qp), the set of points
with non-singular reduction modulo p, for such p. Those p for which
12Z  (En)0 (Qp) are bounded in number. Silverman’s theorem from the
same section states the required bound in such a case. Hence we have
h n(Z)=h n(12Z)144rlog 2n as required.
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To bound the discriminant from below for almost all n, we will need a
result from the theory of sieves.
Proposition 4. Let r be an integer >1, ’>0, =>0 and f (t) an rth
power free polynomial in one variable with integer coefficients. Then
*[n : 1nN : f (n)=mqr, where mN’]=O’, =(N12+r’+=).
Proof. The proof closely follows that of Hooley ([3], pp. 6668). We
first prove the case where f is irreducible. Define
S(m)=[n : 1nN, f (n)=mqr for some q].
By a result of Weil [10], if p#1 mod r then there are pr+O( p12)
congruence classes modulo p represented in S(m). We need the following
lemma of Gallagher (see [3]).
Lemma 1. Suppose that T is a set of primes, and for each p # T, let rp be
a positive integer. If S is a subset of [1, ..., N] such that for each p # T,
*(S mod p)rp , and p # T (log p)rp>log N, then
*S
p # T log p&log N
p # T (log p)rp&log N
.
We apply Lemma 1 with T=[ p : pA, p |% m], where A is to be
determined. For p#1 mod r we have rp= pr+O( p12) and for p1
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Now p | m (log p)p=o(log m). Let A=CN,(r)(r+,(r)&1)m=; the condi-
tion of Lemma 1 is satisfied for a suitable choice of constant C, with
p # T (log p)rp&log N1. Hence,
*S(m) :
p # T
log p&log N=O=(N ,(r)(r+,(r)&1)m=).
It follows immediately that
*[1nN : f (n)=mqr with mN’]=O’, =(N,(r)(r+,(r)&1)+’+=)
=O’, =(N12+’+=).
Now drop the assumption that f is irreducible. We have that f=cf e11 } } } f
ek
k ,
where c is constant, the fi are distinct irreducible and e1 , ..., ek<r. By the
Euclidean algorithm, for each i{j there exist g1 , g2 such that fig1&fjg2=
dij , a constant in Z, and hence gcd( fi (n), fj (n)) | dij for all n. Write each
fi (n) in the form miq lcm(r, ei)eii where mi are lcm(r, ei)ei -power free. If
fi (n)ei=q$ ri m$i where m$i is r th power free, then m$i must be divisible by all
primes p dividing mi , since p divides fi (n)ei with a multiplicity not divisible
by r. It follows that m$im1ri . Thus we may write
f (n)=cf1(n)e1 } } } fk(n)ek
=(q$1 } } } q$k)r } cm$1 } } } m$k
=(q$1 } } } q$k)r } cd $ } m"1 } } } m"k ,
where d $ | > deiij , mi" | m$i for all i and mi" , ..., m"k are pairwise relatively prime.
Since m$1 , ..., m$k are r th power free, m"1 , ..., m"k are as well. The factor cd $
may cause the product cd $ } m"1 } } } m"k to have an r th power part, but the
rth power part is bounded above by (cd $)r, and hence is bounded by a
constant depending only upon f. If we write f (n)=qrm, then m> m$i C
for a constant C. If mN’, then > m1ri C> m$i CmN
’. Consequently
m1 , say, (CN ’)r. By the case of irreducible f, applied to f1 with ’
replaced by r(’+log Clog N) and r replaced by lcm(r, ei)ei , there are
O’, e(N12+r’+=) values of n such that m1(CN’)r. Only for those n can
mN’. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.
Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose Pn=[m] Qn , with Qn # En(Q). By the
quadraticity of the Ne ronTate height, we have
h n(Pn)=m2h n(Qn).
Note that the discriminant of En is, up to a constant, D(n)12b, and that this
differs from 2n by a 12th power. Taking r=b and f =D in Proposition 4,
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and using sufficiently small = and ’, we see that for each =>0, we have
log 2n rlog n for all but O=(N12+=) integers n<N. For such n, we have by
Propositions 2 and 3,
log nrh n(Pn)=m2h n(Qn)rm2 log 2n rm2 log n.
Hence m is bounded for such n. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
In this section we prove Theorem 2, which strengthens the Claim B by
asserting that the set of divisible Pn is finite under certain circumstances.
We will construct below a curve F whose rational points, with a finite set
removed, correspond to the rational m-division points of the points Pt
on Et , for rational t. We will also exhibit an algebraic parametrization
% : F  P1 giving the corresponding value of t. Thus what we need to show
is that under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, the image under % of the
rational points of F includes only finitely many t # Z. Since we are only
interested in showing that there are finitely many such t # Z in the image,
it is sufficient to work with % as a rational map; if %$ is the restriction of
% to a nonempty Zariski-open subset U of F, and if finitely many t # Z are
images of rational points in U under %$, then % has the same property.
Let S be a surface defined over P1Q whose fibre over t # P
1
Q is isomorphic
to Et for all but finitely many t. The generic fibre of S is thus ED . Given
P # ED(Q(t)) we consider the corresponding ration section _ : P1  S. The
multiplication-by-m maps [m] on the twists Et are specializations of a
rational map [m] on S. We wish to parametrize those pairs (t, Q) such
that t # Q/P1(Q), Q # Et(Q), and [m] Q=Pt . Such pairs correspond
(with possibly finitely many exceptions at points where our rational maps
are not defined) to rational points on the product of S and P1 over S, up
to birational equivalence (i.e., a pullback in the category of varieties and




The map we have labelled % then parametrizes the values t # U for which
pt is m-divisible. Because we have considered _ and S only up to birational
equivalence, in effect, F is defined only up to birational equivalence, but it
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will be convenient to think of its representative as a union of smooth
projective curves. In many cases F has multiple components.
What conditions on the curve F and the map % guarantee that there are
only finitely many integers in the image of the rational points of F? If the
genus of a component of F is >1 then we are done (with that component),
because by Faltings’ theorem, there are finitely many rational points on the
component. If the genus is 1, then there may be infinitely many rational
points, but by a theorem of Siegel ([8]; Corollary IX.3.2.2) there are only
finitely many integral points t of P1 in the image of the rational points of
such a component of F under %. Further, if a component has genus 0 but
% has at least three distinct poles on it, then % assumes only finitely many
integral values on its rational points, by standard results on Thue equa-
tions ([5]; pp. 7374). Thus it suffices to show that, regardless of genus,
under the conditions of Theorem 2, the map % has 3 poles on each com-
ponent of F. Note that this criterion depends only upon the structure of F
and P1 as varieties over C and on % as a map of curves over C.
Now in order to compute the number of poles of % : F  P1 it will be
useful to make some auxiliary constructions. First, it is convenient to apply
a base extension which trivializes the elliptic surface S. The section _
becomes the graph of a map ._ from a curve C to E under such a base
change. Second, by taking a projection of the surface we may reduce to a
calculation involving curves only. Third, it will prove useful to factor the
resulting map ._ to extract facts about % : F  P1.
The twist ED is isomorphic to E over an extension of Q(t) of degree b,
the stem field Q(s, t) of sb=D(t). Let C be the normalization of the curve
given by sb=D(t). Since D(t) is not a k th power for any k>1 dividing b,
C is a connected smooth projective curve. We thus have a rational map
: : E_C  S, and E_C is up to birational equivalence the pullback of S
under base extension from P1 to C. Hence _, under base extension to C,
yields a rational section _~ : C  E_C (even defined over Q), such that
: b _~ (s, t)=_(t). If we define, for x # E, :(s, t)(x)=:(x, (s, t)) then _~ (s, t)=
:&1(s, t)(_(t)).
The curve C has an automorphism of order b over P1 corresponding to
the map (s, t)  (‘bs, t), where ‘b is a primitive b th root of 1. The quotient
of C by the action of this group is P1. By construction, the automorphisms
:&1
(‘ ibs, t)
b : (s, t) of E are members of the twisting group G. This corre-
spondence allows us to identify the powers of ‘b with the elements of G,
and hence also with automorphisms (s, t)  (‘ibs, t) of C (as in [8];
Corollary III.10.2). These maps are compatible in the sense that for x # E,
(s, t) # C,
:(‘ib } x, ‘
i
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It is natural then to take G to act on S and P1 trivially, thus making the
action of G compatible with :. This exhibits S as a birational quotient of
E_C by the action of G. We also have






b :(s, t) b :&1(s, t)(_(t))
=‘ib } _~ (s, t).
Thus _~ and ._=?1 b _~ are also compatible with the action of G. We now
define H to be the product of E_C with C over E_C as in the following
diagram.
It is also convenient to consider H represented by its smooth projective
model. We make use here of the fact that when a finite group G acts freely
on varieties X, Y and Z with quotients XG, YG and ZG, and there are
maps from X and Y to Z compatible with the action of G, then
(X_Z Y)G$XG_ZG YG. Thus % : F  P1 is the quotient (as a rational
map) of the map % : H  C by G.
It now suffices to show that each point of the (normalized) curve C has
>2b preimages on each component of H. For, it follows that  # P1 has
>2b preimages in each component H0 of H, and there are at most *G=b
points in each orbit of G. Taking the quotient by G, we see that  # P1
has at least 3 preimages under the map % : F0 $H0 G  P1$CG. Each
preimage  # P1 in F0 is a pole of %, hence % has at least 3 poles on each
component of F.
To examine the structure of % , we first note that the outer rectangle
containing E_C on its lower corners and E on its upper corners is a
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pullback square; E_C is the product of E_C with E over E. It follows
that the outer composite rectangle (having corners E, E, H, and C) is a
pullback. We may thus compute the structure of H and % without direct
reference to the surfaces S or E_C, working with curves only.
We may take the pullback by ._ in two steps by factoring the map
._ : C  E as follows. As a Riemann surface, E is isomorphic to C4 for a
lattice 4/C. Both ?1(E) and H1(E) (considering E as a Riemann surface)
may be naturally identified with 4. The map ._ induces a map H1(C) 
H1(E)  4 whose image we denote by 4$4. Let E$=C4$. There is a
natural quotient map (isogeny)  : E$  E. By covering space theory, we
know then that ._ may be lifted to a mapping .$_ : C  E$ such that
._= b .$_ , because  : E$  E is a covering, and the image of ?1(C) in
?1(E) is contained in the image of ?1(E$). Thus if we define E" to be






in which both squares are pullbacks.
Lemma 2. The conclusion of the theorem holds if the index [4$: 4$ & m4]
>2b.
Proof. It is convenient to consider the upper left-hand E of the diagram
as the Riemann surface Cm4. We have then that
E"=Cm4_C4 C4$=C(4$ & m4)_(4$+m4)4.
The components of E" are elliptic curves isomorphic to C(4$ & m4). The
degree of the isogeny from one such component of E" to E$ C4$ equals
the index [4$ : 4$ & m4], which by hypothesis >2b. Hence each point
x # E$ has >2b inverse images in E".
By construction, ?1(C ) maps surjectively to ?1(E$). The covering map
from E" to E$ is unramified; by the theory of coverings, it follows that the
inverse image H0 in H of a component E"0 of E" is connected. It follows
that there are >2b inverse images of any point y # C in H0 . (If H0 were
a topological fibred product, the inverse images of y # C in H0 would
correspond one to one with inverse images of .$_( y) in E"0 . Under
normalization there may be more.) This completes the proof of the lemma.
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To complete the proof of Theorem 2, we show that under the hypotheses
of the theorem, [4$ : 4$ & m4]>2b. Recalling our construction of E$, note
that the action of G on C induces an action on H1(C ) and hence of E$.
When b>2, the existence of this automorphism group of order b on E$
ensures that E$ is isomorphic (over Q ) to E. In this case, 4$=z4 for some
z # O/C, and  is essentially multiplication by z. From the map .$_ we may
construct an element of ED(Q (t)): take the quotient of .__idC : C  E_C
under the action of G. This gives us a map over Q from P1 to S, which
corresponds to an element P$ # ED(Q (t)). Denote this point by P$. We have
that z } P$=P. By hypothesis, |z| 2<m22g. It follows that the index
[4$ : 4$ & m4]=[z4 : z4 & m4]




When b=2, we no longer have that E$ is necessarily isomorphic to E.
Our condition implies that for no integer dm2b does 4$d4. For if it
did, then we would have, similarly to the b>2 case, a point P$ # ED(Q (t))
such that dP$=P.
There exists a group isomorphism 4  Z_Z such that 4$4 maps to
n1 Z_n2Z for positive integers n1 and n2 . If d=gcd(n1 , n2) then 4$d4,
hence d=gcd(n1 , n2)<m2b. It follows that
[4$ : 4 & m4]=[n1 Z_n2Z : lcm(n1 , m) Z_lcm(n2 , m) Z]
=lcm(n1 , m) lcm(n2 , m)n1 n2
=m2gcd(n1 , m) gcd(n2 , m)
m2m gcd(n1 , n2)
>2b,
which completes the proof of Theorem 2.
4. AN EXAMPLE: y2=x3&(n2+1)x
In this section, we consider the family
En : y2=x3&(n2+1)x,
which has a family of points Pn=(&1, n).
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We first give an elementary criterion for Pn to be indivisible in En(Q).
Although it is sufficient but perhaps not necessary, this condition is useful
because it is easy to check. The ‘‘denominator’’ of a rational number will
mean the denominator of that number when expressed in lowest terms.
Proposition 5. Let (An) be the equation
n2+1=u(u+v2), u, v # Z, u2.
If for every solution (u, v) of (An), the denominator of (2u+v2)2v does not
divide the denominator of (uv&n)(1&u), then the point Pn is indivisible in
En(Q).
In particular, if (An) has no solutions, which is often the case, then Pn
is indivisible. We recall the following fact, which will be used in the proof
of Proposition 5.
Lemma 3. If X1 and X2 are rational points on an elliptic curve of the
form y2=x3+ax+b, with a, b # Z, and X1 is a multiple of X2 , then the
denominator of the x-coordinate of X2 divides that of X1 .
Proof. See Lang ([4], p. 50).
Proof of Proposition 5. We drop the subscript n to ease notation.
The group E(R) has two components, the identity component C1 which
is a subgroup, and the other component C2 on which P lies. Suppose
P=[m]Q, (1)
with m>1 and Q # E(Q). Then Q # C2 , hence m is odd. Adding Q to (1),
we deduce that P+Q is a multiple of 2Q. By Lemma 3, Q must have
integral coordinates, and the denominator of the x-coordinate of 2Q
divides that of P+Q. Let
Q=(&u, w), (2)












where x(Z) denotes the x-coordinate of the point Z.
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We claim that u | a. Suppose not, and pick a prime p with p:&u, p;&a
and :>;. Then p;&u2\a, so ordp(u2+a)2=2; and ordp(4u(a&u2))=
:+;+&, where & is 0 unless p=2, in which case &=2. In either case,
2;<:+;+&, so p divides the denominator of the x-coordinate of 2Q.
This gives a contradiction, since p |% 1&u.
Now, since u(a&u2) is a square and u | a, au&u is also a square, say
au&u=v2. Substituting a=u2+uv2 in (2), we have w=uv, for some
choice of v, so by (3), the denominator of x(P+Q) is the square of that
of (uv&n)(1&u). Making the same substitution in (4) and cancelling u2
yields x(2Q)=((2u+v2)2v)2. The proposition now follows from Lemma 3.
The condition of Proposition 5 holds for all n100. If (u, v) is a solution
of (An) with gcd(u, v)=1, then it is easy to see that the failure of the
condition of Proposition 5 would imply u#1 mod v. The triples (n, u, v)
with (u, v) a solution of (An) and n100 are (21, 17, \3), (30, 17, \6),
and (43, 25, \7), which satisfy gcd(u, v)=1 but fail to satisfy u#1 mod v,
and (32, 25, \4), (100, 73, \8), which are readily verified to satisfy the
condition of the proposition.
Our consideration of this example arose in earlier work [2] on the
density of primes p for which a rational point generates the group of points
mod p on an elliptic curve. We thus have a large class of examples for
which the density discussed in [2] is completely explicit. Note that the
points considered in [2] are for technical reasons not the Pn ’s, but rather
the points Qn=(n2+1, n(n2+1)). Since Qn=Pn+(0, 0) and (0, 0) is a
2-division point, Qn is not divisible, except possibly by 2, if Pn is indivisible.
From [2] it follows that Qn is not divisible by 2, so our results apply to
the points Qn as well.
Our family En arises as a family of quartic twists of E : y2=x3&x, which
has an automorphism of order 4. The curve C occurring is Section 3 is in
this case the normalization of s4=t2+1, an elliptic curve. The map from
C to E is given by (s, t)  (&s&2, ts&3); the map (x, y)  (s2x, s3y) is the
map from E to one of the fibres y2=x3&(t2+1) x. The quotient map
E  EG is represented by (x, y)  x2. Hence the map P1  EG is
t  s&4=(t2+1)&1. This map has degree 2. It follows that the map C  E
must be an isogeny of degree 2. The map .$p of the proof can be taken to
be the identity, and =.p . The only element of Z[i], up to multiplication
by units, having norm 2 is 1+i. It follows that there exists an element
P$ # ED(Q(i, t)) such that (1+i) P$=P.
Instead of applying Theorem 2 as such, we may directly verify the
condition of Lemma 2. The lattices in question are 4=(1, i) and 4$=
(1+i)(1, i)=(2, 1+i). If m is odd, then
4$ & m4=(2, 1+i) & (m, mi)
=(2m, m+mi)=m4$,
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and [4$ : 4$ & m4]=m2. We have m2>2b=8 when m3. If m is even,
then
4$ & m4=(2, 1+i) & (m, mi)
=(m, mi)
=m4
and [4$ : 4$ & m4]=m22. We have m22>2b=8 when m>4. Therefore
the conditions of Lemma 2 hold provided m is either odd and >1 or even
and >4.
This leaves us with the remaining cases m=2 and m=4. Recall however
that the point (&1, n) is not on the identity component of En(R) and
therefore is not divisible by 2 in E(Q). This takes care of the cases m=2
and m=4. Thus we may conclude for all m>1 that for only finitely many
n # N is (&1, n) m-divisible on En .
5. CONDITIONAL RESULTS
It is natural to ask whether part (A), bounding the divisibility, can
also be strengthened to an all-but-finitely-many result. Indeed, it can,
conditionally.
Proposition 6. Let En be the curve y2=x3&(n2+1) x and assume the
abc-conjecture. Then there is a constant M such that if (&1, n) is divisible
by m in En(Q), then m<M.
Proof. We need to prove that the bound log 2nrlog n holds for all n.
Let r be the largest integer whose fourth power divides n2+1. Write n2+1
=r4s. Then as in the proof of Proposition 1, we need to show that
log srlog n. (5)
Assuming the abc-conjecture, for any =>0 we have n2R(rsn)1+=. This
leads to the estimate nR(rs)$, for any $>1. Squaring both sides and using
n2+1=r4s, we have r4sR(rs)2$, which gives rRs#, for any #>12. Finally,
we have n2<r4sRs4#+1, so srn2(4#+1), and this gives us the required
estimate (5).
Thus, we have:
Proposition 7. Let En be the curve y2=x3&(n2+1) x and assume the
abc-conjecture. Then for all but finitely many n, the point (&1, n) is
indivisible in En(Q).
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The following version of the abc conjecture over number fields can be
used to generalize Proposition 6.
Conjecture. For any number field K, any ideal A of OK and any =>0,
there exists a constant C=C(K, A, =) such that if a, b, c # OK , a+b=c, and
any two of a, b, and c generate an ideal dividing A, then
NcC \ ‘p | abc Np+
1+=
,
where N is the norm from K to Q, and p ranges over the prime ideals
of OK .
Proposition 8. Suppose f # Z[x] is monic of degree >1 and has no
double roots. Suppose $<13. If the abc conjecture over number fields holds
then there are finitely many integers n such that f (n) may be written in the
form q4m where mn$.
Proof. The polynomial f may be factored into >i (x&:i), where :i # OK
for a splitting field K. We may write each ideal (x&:i) as R4i Si where Si
has no fourth power ideal divisor. For any integer n the greatest common
ideal divisor of x&:i and x&:j divides (:i&:j) and hence is bounded in
norm. Thus if we write f (n)=q4m then NmC1 >i NSi for a constant C1 .
Assume n is such that mn$. Then for all i we have NSiC2n$. We
apply the abc Conjecture over number fields with a=n&:i , b=:i&:j ,
and c=n&:j . We may take =>0 small enough that (1+=)(1+3$)<2 as















C5(Nn)2(1+=)4 } (Nn)3(1+=) $2
=C5(Nn)(1+=)(1+3$)2
=o(Nn).
Consequently Nn=n[K : Q ] is bounded, and hence n is bounded.
Proposition 8 can be used to prove conditional results on families of
quartic twists of y2=x3&x, and some other families can be handled
similarly.
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